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Abstract 
 

Various categories of caricatures and posters are analysed based 
on  creolised material  in  periodicals  published  in  the  South  of  Ukraine 
between  1941  and  1944.  A  brief  description  of  art  works  within  the 
framework  of  the  occupation  period  is  given  here.  There  is  a  visible 
political  background  of  propaganda  visual  products  in  newspapers  and 
magazines in the governorate arena of Transnistria. An attempt has been 
made  to compare German, Romanian and  local publications,  their genre 
peculiarities, stylistic features and differences. 
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∗∗∗ 
 

The press published within the occupied territories had the main task 
vested upon by the German and Romanian administrations: to rebroadcast the top 
news for the purpose of propaganda. Being the object of this study, a satirical and 
humorous genre takes a notable place among propaganda publications. An 
imminent feature of contemporary periodicals was enrichment with feuilletons, 
humoresques, jokes, limericks, satirical drawings and caricatures. The article 
attempts to analyse the periodicals of the Southern Ukraine and to explore the 
visual satirical publications in order to study the phenomenon of the “official” 
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satire and humour1under occupation and its role in the ideological confrontation 
and the media scene creation. This gives the opportunity to take a look at daily 
living of socium within the war from a different angle, and to understand the multi-
fold essence of the socio-cultural processes, to analyse the social relations 
development and the formation of images the “insiders” and the “outsiders”, a 
“foe” and a “friend” in the framework of historical development of the perception 
archetypes. 

Newspapers published in Kherson, Mykolaiv, and Odessa in 1941-1944 are 
the main source of research. It is worth mentioning that not all periodicals were 
selected for the analysis, but only those bulk issued, published in Ukrainian and 
Russian, and, according to the author, contain a unique satirical creolised text. 
Most periodicals used in the study are stored in archives of the Public Research 
Archive Library of Kyiv. 

Short attribution allows us to emphasize the fact that some publications 
were published at the same addresses. For example, the editors’ office of the 
“Odesskayagazeta” (“Odessa newspaper”) was situated at 32 Pushkinska Street, 
where, on the third floor, the newspaper “Molva” (“Rumor”) had its headquarters 
too. The newspapers “Odessa”, “Bug”, and the “Smekh” (“Laughter”) magazine 
were also situated at the same address: 23 King Mihai I Street. In Kherson “Golos 
Dnipra” (The voice of Dnipro”) and “Nash Put” (“Our way”) shared a single 
address at 14 Soborna Street. Thus, let alone the fact that the illustrations were 
mostly cloned from the German media, and certain caricatures were coming from 
the Reich for mass distribution, sometimes the artwork was simply “borrowed” 
from “the neighbours”. That is why almost all the newspapers used in this research 
contained the same caricatures with the occasionally modified text under them. 

The use of caricatures on pages of periodicals was not consistent but rather 
sporadic, because it depended on their flow. As a rule, the newspapers did not have 
visual artists and caricaturists on a full-time basis. This explains the fact that most 
of caricatures were created by German artists and have been published before in 
Reich periodicals, or were made on a by-order basis to be spread on the “eastern 
territories”. Therefore, rare caricatures and posters created by local artists attract 
special attention and deserve deeper emphasis. 

A caricaturist’s artistic interpretation of an event which appears to a 
recipient in visualized image enables us to see the process through the eyes of a 
contemporary. Just as in literature “a creative process consists of three essential 
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parts: author - work – reader”2, so in visual arts an artist, a work, and an audience 
make this triad. At this, the fact that a recipient simultaneously acts two parts is 
crucial. On the one hand, a recipient is an object the information potential of a 
poster appeals to; on the other hand – a subject that moulds a model of media scene 
by its own requests, expectations, phobias, and reflects, taking part in the formation 
of a certain media scene.  

One can explicitly define five types of caricatures in the occupation 
periodicals of the South: 

- The first type includes the most widespread group, the political caricature. 
More often, it is the images of leaders and political figures of  anti-
Hitler coalition, as well as interpretation of in-house and foreign policy of 
Western states leaders. 

- The second category covers social daily caricature, which includes a wide 
range of topics (that is the problems of typhus, plague, cholera, 
evacuations, local authorities’ problems, domestic issues etc.). 

- The third type is travesty and portraits. Such images are characterized with 
exaggerated outstanding features of appearance in order to create a satirical 
image. With the help of travesty cartoons the recipients’ attention was 
drawn to specific repelling inner and outer features of a certain character. 

- The forth type includes jokes, cartoon images that do not need any text and 
clarifications. The main process of event awareness happens in a viewer’s 
mind when he or she sees the picture which portrays a sense familiar to a 
recipient, and there is no need in any comments. 

- The fifth category is called “Strip”. This is a number of caricatures in a 
line, two to five pictures joined with a single storyline or author’s idea, 
mutual characters, with a minimum text or with just a name of a work 
which main idea is revealed in the pictures3. 
A peculiarity of Romanian occupation zone on the territory of Ukraine is a 

small number of visual ideologically-propaganda materials of Romanian origin as 
such. Most posters and caricatures were created by German artists. The decision to 
distribute one of the most popular posters on the territory of Transnistria 
governorate was made on the 23rd of November, 1941, after the tenth issue of 
“Odesskaia gazeta” with the article on the front page saying “Transnistria will be 
Romanian forever”. This article was reprinted from the newspaper “Transnistria” 
                                                           
2Leiderman N.L., Theory of Literature (Introductory course): education guidance for 
Russian language and literature students / N.L. Leiderman, N.V. Brkovskaya. – 
Yekaterinburg, 2005. – Page 9. 
3Ainutdinov A.S., Caricatures options and typology in press / Anton Sergeyevich 
Ainutdinov. // Bulletin of the Chelyabinsk State University. – 2008. – Pages 20–28. 
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(Bucharest).As an illustration to the article there was an image of two soldiers in a 
dynamic, aggressive movement from the Dniester towards the Bug precisely 
outlining the territory of Transnistria. Under soldiers’ pressure a Bolshevik escapes 
across the Bug River against the background of the burning sickle and hammer. 
The soldier with a gun in his hands in front is obviously a Romanian military, 
because he is wearing the clearly Dutch helmet of M34 model that Germany 
donated to Romanian teammates after occupation of the Netherlands (previously 
the Romanian army used to buy a similar model of 1939 from the Netherlands). 
Particular elements of military ammunition, illustrated by the author, also highlight 
the fact that the warrior belongs to the Romanian army. Likewise, the soldier in the 
back can be easily identified as a member of the Wehrmacht due to clearly 
illustrated M40 helmet with a logo. Text under the image doubles the title of the 
article in Romanian: “Transnistria pe veci românească” (image 1).The image grew 
popular among publishers and was published in almost every newspaper in the 
territory under Romanian control. By way of example, on the 6th of September, 
1943, the very image was printed on the front page of the newspaper “Bug” with a 
profile portrait of Ion Antonescu with the mutual title “1940-1943. Three years ago 
the Marshall Ion Antonescu took over the governing over the country and army 
that liberated the land of Transnistria in heroic battles” (image 2). 

A special place in periodicals of occupation period take editions dedicated 
to Christmas and New Year holidays. Usually holiday editions were illustrated by 
local Ukrainian or Romanian artists. Such editions include the newspaper “Molva” 
dated December 25, 1942, with Christmas greetings and a front page picture of a 
smiling Romanian military who brought Christmas tree to children. The poem 
“Merry Day” by Mykola Tarapanov was placed under the picture (image 3).  

A work by a caricaturist artist filled with religious spirit found its place on 
the front page of “Molva” newspaper dated January 1st, 1943.The author portrayed 
Michael the Archangel with a sword over the head of a hideous mythical creature 
with distinct Semitic features, and a sparkling Orthodox cross above the clouds. 
The picture is complemented with lines of the poem by M. Tarapanov “The New 
Year will bring us victory” (image 4).This very edition contains the caricature 
“Happy New Year!” (image5).It shows a Romanian soldier in boxing gloves 
knocking out a Bolshevik soldier with exaggerated Semitic features. 

A work by Sylvestrovych (image 6), published on the front page of 
“Odessa” newspaper as of January 1, 1943, is unique in its artistic and symbolic 
solution. Under a New Year’s greeting there was a Romanian horseback rider 
portrayed holding a flag in his hand with the date “1943”. The horse got up in front 
of a Bolshevik soldier who is begging for mercy lying on the 1942 flag, lifting up 
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his left hand and holding budyonovka in his right one. In the upper left corner 
behind the rider the author portrayed the Steel crown of Romania gleaming with 
sparkling rays like the sun. 

On the 16th of October, 1943, the front page of the newspaper “Molva” 
published a poster work by the same Sylvestrovych (image 7), being an illustration 
for two articles at the same time: “Honor and glory to Romanian soldier” by Mark 
Bialkovskiy and “Romanians in the East” by George Ion Popescu. Sylvestrovych 
turned to the silhouette in portraying the figure of a Romanian soldier, giving only 
the outlines without visual fixation on details, and made a focus on the perception 
of a monolith retouched silhouette shape. The author depicts the soldier’s figure in 
a relaxed state, with a gun over his shoulder. In the recipient’s mind this image 
creates the idea of lack of threat, and that the man draws a duty of protection of the 
borders, a graphic representation Transnistria governorate borders being a 
confirmation. A ripped diagonal that runs through the composition surface divides 
the image in a way that the top, below the muffled up grapevines and the emblem 
of Transnistria, at the fields under peaceful sky a man works with agricultural 
machinery, a cathedral gleams with domes, administrative buildings shown. In the 
right bottom the author portrayed black carrion crows soaring up to the sky above 
the church without domes and cupolas, the destroyed power lines, explosions in 
historic architecture, and a sinking ship. The front composition does not require 
additional clarification and texts, the image is made in form of opposition and 
destruction, where the main perception object is the silhouette of a soldier who 
stands on guard of Transnistria. 

The massive use of heraldic symbols in posters form was a commonplace 
for 1943. It was the time when a collection of compilers Andrei Florin and Horace 
Ionescu came out, dedicated to the 19th of August, 1943,a two years anniversary of 
appointment of Professor Gh. Alexianu the governor of Transnistria. The edition 
was made on vellum paper with many illustrative photographs, which were further 
actively used for propaganda and were published in periodicals. The cover shows 
the emblem of Transnistria: an eagle wearing a crown decorated with a cross; on 
the chest of an eagle there is an ancient emblem of Moldavia – a head of a bison 
(image 8). 

Subject of visual propaganda was single for both German and Romanian 
occupation zones, but the artistic performance had its peculiarities of the region.  
One of the most popular colour poster sheets in the territory of the Romanian 
occupation zone was the poster “Тransnistria” (image 9), published by the 
propaganda department of the governorate administration. Chromolithographic 
picture was issued by the printing house of Odessa municipality. The author used 
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the favourite twist of Romanian artists – the opposition, which appears crucial in 
building the recipient’s first impression. A dominant of the composition is an 
inscription dividing the sheet diagonally. The artist uses not only the emotional 
contrast in the image, but also emphasizes it with colours matching light and dark 
shades. The composition of the upper part consists of a woman silhouette holding a 
child in her arms, wrapped in a patched blanket with the “1941” inscription and the 
burning sickle and hammer, a flame pervading the silhouette, against the green and 
purple background. The lower part of the poster catches an eye with bright colours, 
with a smiling woman holding hay, and sunflower against a background of a 
church dome with a cross and an Ionic orb column, and a house, that should 
symbolized free labour and religious liberty within the Romanian occupation zone. 
The very image and manner lead to the conclusion that the author himself was a 
member of Romanian or Ukrainian ethnos. 

But still, most of the posters and caricatures published in periodicals as 
illustrations or independent creolized texts did not belong to Romanians or 
Ukrainians, but to Western European artists. In very rare cases the American 
caricatures were reprinted. Highly professional work of a caricaturist who signed 
his works as “Kraft” was reprinted in the newspaper of Mykolayiv 
“Ukrayinskadumka” (“Ukrainian idea”) as of December 12, 1942, entitled 
“Warmongers play a six mains” (image10).  

There is an interesting caricature of Strip category called “Turning a 
chekist  into a Stalinist priest” (image 11), published in the newspaper “Novaya 
Mysl” (“New Thought”) on  January 03, 1944. It consists of four pictures united by 
a single idea and plot. Another example of the Strip-type caricature is a caricature 
consisting of two pictures (image 12), also published in the “Novaya Mysl” 
newspaper as of February 12, 1944.  One of the first editions, which published a 
caricature in a Strip genre was the Kherson journal “Golos Dnipra” (“Voice of the 
Dnipro”). On October 19, 1941, its pages were showing off the work entitled 
“When the Bolsheviks can be brave?” (image13) 

A unique design has an image-shape shifter: the side-drawn face of the Red 
Army leader, when turning it 180 degrees, turns into the portrait of a person with 
hypertrophied Semitic facial features. This picture was published in “Molva” on 
February 16, 1944, with the following comment: The officer portrait. Turn around 
180 degrees the image of this Stalinist oprichnik and you will see his true face” 
(image 14).Artist language of an art composition gives grounds to assume that the 
author of this picture is a professional artist: a confident, simple and at the same 
time neatly correct line is combined with colour patches with masterly skill, 
compactness, lack of needless details, achromatic set of colours–all of this defines 
the originally found artistic image of „the foe-shape shifter”. 
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On November 27, 1942, the “Odessa” newspaper published a caricature 
“Boogie Man of the World” (image 15). On the horizon a giant “demoniac” Stalin's 
face appears, with eyes shut and mouth open, against a background of damaged 
buildings, destroyed churches, wildfires and wreckage. In the foreground the 
author portrayed two Soviet tanks, which seem to be moving towards a viewer. The 
editors placed and additional comment under the picture: “War idol of Moscow”. 
Fine detailing, portrait likeness, dynamic character of the composition, the use of a 
complex perspective, balance of components, competent use of expressive means, 
lines, highlights and colour patches expose an experienced and professional artist. 
This image was intended to be released as an independent poster, but the world has 
never seen it since the image has not survived the internal censorship. The image of 
Stalin looked very threatening, and tanks with the Soviet stars awoke fear and 
conviction of “the Kremlin God”. As a result, the decision was made to keep on 
portraying Stalin in a poor, comic, powerless and hysterical way4.  

A social daily caricature also had time to prove itself in periodicals, 
exposing the social problems and difficulties during the hard war days. A vivid 
example is the caricature encouraged to get vaccinated against cholera on the pages 
of the “Molva” newspaper (image 16). This disease was hanging over threatening 
the residents of Odessa in 1943. Thus the administration tried to draw people’s 
attention to the problem in every possible way, including active use of well-
performed artworks of local professional artists.  

A large number of caricatures, which were published on the occupied 
territory, confirm the fact that satirical drawing accomplished all the necessary 
functions of journalistic genres in order to spread propaganda messages. However, 
a caricature acted as a psychological detente, which was simply necessary during 
the war5. The society’s life in a constant fear, worries and dangers created the need 
for adaptive format of visual information of humorous and sarcastic content. In 
view of the ideological confrontation, a political poster and a caricature were used 
by the occupation administration in order to create anti-Soviet attitude among 
Transnistria residents. Further study of satirical materials enables to reconstruct 
poorly niche investigated areas of daily life of residents of occupied territories, to 
disclose information and communicative components of psychological detente, 
heuristic, cognitive, aesthetic and educational function of a caricature and a poster 
during the war.  

 

                                                           
4Yakovlev D.Y., Caricature as a lifestyle/ Dmitriy Yakovlev // Decorative arts.– 2005. –
No.1. –Pages 35-37. 
5Golikov A., Problems of historiographic study of political caricature (second half of ХІХ–
early ХХ) // Bulletin of the Moscow University. Series 8. History. –2011. –No.4. –Pages 
51–71. 
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